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3
ABSTRACT
Implementing sustainable practices in supply chains has grown to be a major point of
academic studies and corporate strategies. Due to increased competition and globalization,
supply bases now consist of hundreds of companies around the world. Such orientation opens
many multi-nationals to higher regulatory risk as society continues to push for sustainability in
every facet of business. As more companies embrace sustainable initiatives into their own
functions, they are witnessing that this not only flourishes public relations, but can cut costs and
increase efficiency. However, it is often not enough for a firm to implement these environmental,
social, or economic changes in their organization exclusively. Companies must communicate
these initiatives throughout their supplier base to realize sweeping these benefits in full.
This paper focuses on understanding a firm’s position within their supply network and
how it relates to the communication and dispersion of sustainable initiatives. Using social
network analysis tools, the results can respond to the questions surrounding the best method to
implement sustainable practices in all tiers of a supply base. The research selects two competing
companies to analyze, each with a different background regarding corporate social responsibility.
The assessment of these two outwardly similar companies and their networks contribute to the
idea that structural alignment of power in a supply network can provide insight into aiding
diffusion of a focal firm’s sustainable initiatives.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sustainability is a word we see appearing more and more in various contexts, especially
in business. However, the term sustainability lacks a common definition and meaning
particularly as it relates to business. According to Andrew Savitz’s book The Triple Bottom
Line, a sustainable corporation can be defined as one that “creates profit for its shareholders
while protecting the environment and improving the lives of those with whom it interacts”
(Savitz, 2006). Since 2000, the number of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) reports issued
annually by companies has increased. Consumers’ choices are heavily based on the values and
environmental track record of the parent company more so than ever before. Organizations are
realizing how important sustainable business practices are not just to customers, but to all
shareholders. Studies note that investors increasingly consider a company’s strategic position
when looking at climate change and environmental risk, resulting in discounted stock price (Lash
and Wellington, 2007). Many observers of the business sector have written on the paradigm shift
from ‘being sustainable is good’ to ‘being sustainable is necessary’.
This idea that sustainability ‘creates profits’ while ‘protecting the environment’
reinforces the new thinking that focusing on environmental impact can do more than increase
public opinion; these practices can cut costs and increase revenue. Yet even as the inclusion of
sustainable projects and efforts becomes progressively more attractive, it is no easy feat to
implement. Companies that report on CSR do so after heavy consideration on what areas to
increase efficiency or where to target funding. Organizations must understand their business
strategies and values to best determine the areas of interest for these efforts.
One key area of sustainable practices is tied to a company’s supply network, most
importantly in relation to its suppliers. In fact, the state of their supply network has implications
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beyond sustainability; some companies purchase inputs or resources from outside suppliers
totaling up to 80% of cost of goods sold (COGS). Sustainability reporting has grown; however,
companies tend to focus solely on their performance and not that of their supply chain. One main
reason for this seems to be that it is difficult to quantify and obtain data on supplier’s
measurements of carbon footprint and other environmental records.
This is because suppliers may withhold information that may shed light on sustainable
performance for several reasons. Furthermore, when these companies do report on sustainability
metrics, they often do not report using a formal or standard set of measures; rather, they focus on
their strengths and tailor the results to them. Another challenge that prefaces gathering the data is
determining what organizations are members of the main company’s supply chain network. With
multiple tiers stemming deep beyond a company’s major suppliers, one must define 1) how far
down the network should an organization concern itself with sustainability outcomes, 2) what is
the risk and with what supplier/area is it concentrated, and 3) what responsibilities the company
has regarding these risks or lack of efforts. Yvon Chouinard, the founder of Patagonia, was once
quoted saying, “When you’re trying to clean up your supply chain, you can’t believe how deep
you need to go.”
Defining the network is the first step in developing tactics to increase awareness of the
focal company’s sustainability efforts and begin to implement change. It is regularly difficult for
companies to see what is happening beyond their first tier of suppliers. The ideal end goal of this
practice is the dispersion and eventual adherence of the focal company’s policies and tactics
throughout their network. This research aims to display the implications attainable from network
mapping. More specifically, the purpose of this paper revolves around how analyzing a
company’s position can reveal insight on their surrounding network and can offer suggestions for
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how to improve connectivity and responsiveness of those surrounding them. Resulting analysis
can answer questions regarding relational power within a network, and how a company can best
spread its sustainable efforts throughout the network. Two competing companies’ supply
networks are analyzed to begin to understand how organizations can position themselves and
develop or potentially manipulate an interconnected, sustainable supplier network. In summary,
the following analysis will address the question: How can companies use network ties and
linkages to diffuse sustainability initiatives?
Data and business connections are aggregated using Bloomberg, a financial service tool.
This data is analyzed with UCInet, network mapping software. Various social network analyses
and regression tests are run to assign values and ranks. After cleaning and running the collected
data, there are interesting and differing results between the two selected companies regarding
their power and influence within their networks. However, before the analysis, the importance
and overall definition of social network analysis and its associations are reviewed in Section 2.
Sustainability is also reviewed in order to enhance its purpose and position within a company as
well as supply chain. Section 3 focuses on the methodology and selection of the test companies
and Section 4 discusses the analysis metrics used in detail. Section 5 will contain the results of
the network analysis, and Section 6 will contain implications of the results and offer
recommendations for future enhancement or practical embracement of this study.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Sustainable SCM
The idea of implementing sustainable business practices into a company’s core
competencies can be traced to the publication of the Brundtland Report in 1987. The report was
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the end result of the World Commission of Environment and Development (WCED), a UNsponsored committee to formulate long-term solutions to growing environmental concerns and
social inequity (Jarvie, 2016). In it, the commission outlined the definition of sustainable
development and listed guidelines to infuse the concept into business operations (Brundtland,
1987). The report defined sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Jarvie,
2016).
The resulting evidence for the inclusion of sustainable efforts sparked many research
papers and case studies aiming to identify companies that can be defined as sustainable and how
firms can best follow these guidelines. However, many of the papers focused on strictly green or
environmental adherence, not social (Seuring and Müller, 2008). Another term for the topic has
been developed in the past decade: Sustainable Supplier Relationship Management (SSRM).
Cited in a published journal, Schiele’s 2007 publication stated that SSRM includes various
aspects of business, including supplier selection, evaluation, and development (Leppelt, et al.,
2013). The inclusion of environmental records and sustainable policies in determining supplier
decisions has only increased due to companies wanting to limit economic and reputational risk.
Industry experts have cited boycotts and climate change as growing areas of concern to
which sustainable development can help mitigate (Anderson, 2009). Furthermore, a survey
conducted by Deloitte in 2016 reported that roughly 41% of the respondents’ procurement
departments outsource, and 29% indicated they will increase that amount in the near future
(Deloitte, 2016). Increasing external production, global supplier interdependence, volatile
markets and importance of public opinion all have made SSRM and the research thereof crucial
to helping massive corporations handle mounting pressure to act ‘sustainable’.
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A paper published in the Journal of Cleaner Production attempted to create a framework
outlining how to practice SSRM based on the study of several chemical companies identified as
very active in the realm of sustainability (Leppelt, et al., 2013). The research listed five major
pillars of SSRM practice. The first, Foundation, discusses the development of CSR initiatives
such as supplier risk assessments and governance policies. Communication is the following pillar
and focuses on the spread and awareness of these guidelines throughout the company and direct
partners. Guidance deals with aiding stakeholders and business functions in implementation and
upkeep of the established guidelines. Outcome assesses how the initiatives impacted the
company and how the results could facilitate change in operations. Underlying these is
Reconnection, which addresses the constant monitoring and measuring of the overall SSRM
practices (Leppelt, et al., 2013). The conclusion of the academic paper stated that among other
things, coordinated corporate strategy alignment of these SSRM practices has a positive
association with the firm’s ability to achieve a sustainable, socially responsible business strategy
(Leppelt, et al., 2013). This research paper will dive deeper into the Communication pillar and
identify how network mapping can facilitate efficient and effective dispersion of sustainable
policies.

Closed-Loop SC: A Discussion
A recent area of focus in the academic study of supply chain management is that of
closed-loop supply chains. Often referred to as the reverse supply chain, a closed-loop supply
chain adds several activities or functions to normal supply chain operations, including product
acquisition, refurbishment, remarketing, and product end-of-life disposal. While an overlooked
concept due to the perceived idea that this is not a value-adding process, studies have highlighted
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the “largely incremental and insufficient” benefits that exist from increasing process
manufacturing efficiency (Towards the Circular Economy, 2014). Closed-loop strategies
correspond closely with sustainable concepts of limiting waste, reusing parts, and collaborating
with strategic suppliers to develop green and efficient products or parts. Companies that spend
time, money, and energy on developing some level of a closed-loop are seeing more than just
financial benefits.
A case study on the reverse logistics efforts of seven companies stated that one firm
attributed increased brand loyalty, environmental responsiveness, and profitability to its
remanufacturing and recycling efforts (Mollenkopf and Closs, 2005). While this paper does not
examine closed-loop supply chains in detail, this brief discussion was added to add significance
to the importance of the overarching theme of sustainability and its growing value in achieving
success in decades to come.

Sustainability Measuring and Reporting
As the importance of sustainability efforts and CSR reporting increased, so did the need
to quantify their adherence and highlight top performances. This spurred the formation of many
organizations and committees with the purpose of creating guidelines on reporting sustainable
efforts. Oftentimes, these are NGO-driven and not put in place by governmental functions; they
served to fill holes surround government regulations (Bennett, et al., 2017). Society continues to
push for more transparency of multi-national companies beyond cost and pricing; people
increasingly are being told sustainable companies are the best companies. Therefore,
standardized measures have made the evaluation of companies comparable and understandable.
For companies, the importance of being recognized by these various agencies or listed on indices
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has been shown to intensify the rate that they pursue SSRM efforts (Leppelt, et al., 2013). This is
because it takes an internal or passive statement and acknowledge real, sustained efforts to
improve in the realm of CSR; this in turn creates trust and engagement with their stakeholders.
This section will briefly discuss a few of the more recognized agencies and measures in
sustainability reporting. It is important to note that many of these and many of all sustainability
reporting focuses on the ‘traditional’ areas like environmental impact and corporate
philanthropy, as they tend to gain more attention (Kolk, 2003). Furthermore, it is easier to
quantify and provide rankings on metrics like carbon emissions than ethical policy adherence.
•

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) (globalreporting.org) – Founded in 1997, this
independent international organization has developed sets of standards for reporting on
economic, social, and environmental standards (Global Reporting Initiative). They have
grown over the past decade to be a powerful influencer based on their holistic and indepth approach to CSR reporting; they also help companies develop plans to implement
their structure to existing reports. Companies that correct use GRI standards are given an
accreditation; the most recent standards offer G-4 Level Reporting to those companies
that utilize the full set of GRI standards. These standards help keep companies
accountable and builds trust with stakeholders.

•

Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) (sustainability-indices.com) – This index was
launched in 1999 and geared towards “investors who have recognized that sustainable
business practices are critical to generating long-term shareholder value and who wish to
reflect their sustainability convictions in their investment portfolios” (RobecoSAM).
Every year, thousands of companies from various industries are invited to complete
applications assessing their performance in the social, environmental, and economic
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fields. The DJSI inclusion criteria are updated annually and companies must reapply
every year to stay in the family (RobecoSAM). The DJSI is a major achievement due to
the vast pool of applicants and the reward gained from increased visibility to investors.
•

ISO (iso.org) – The International Organization for Standardization is an independent
NGO that focuses on creating families of standards to ensure quality, efficiency, and
safety (International Organization). With 22,063 standards published, ISO standards
encompass all industries and sections of the supply chain. Companies aim to gain
certification in these various ISO families, as they imply a high level of quality and
minimal negative impact. One of the more popular standards is ISO 14000; this measures
environmental impact of a firm. Some of the standards may look at effect on climate
change while another may analyze the auditing and communication of environmental
practices. Another example of a meaningful metric is the ISO 20121, which evaluates the
social, environmental, and economic effects of corporate events and gatherings
(International Organization). These best practices help companies with identifying ways
to cut costs and create sustainability in all aspects of their business. ISO lays out ‘worldclass specifications,’ which their website states is “instrumental in facilitating
international trade.”
There are many other well-known organizations like the Carbon Disclosure Project

(CDP) that exist to develop methods to create accountability for corporations in the field of
sustainability. Many have voiced criticisms of these measures; ‘going green’ may not actually
mean a company is doing anything beneficial, and recognition from certain NGO’s may be based
on future promises with no responsibility. Yet despite the backlash, sustainability reporting and
measuring has grown tremendously and needs to continue to grow. Failure to recognize even
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small achievements and steps in the right direction may deter others from recognizing the
importance of sustainable practices and the reporting thereof. Some of these organizations,
among others, are mentioned in Section 3 of the paper as well as throughout other areas in the
analysis.

Social Network Analysis
One paper attempting an overview of this field of social network analysis (SNA) states
that it “means analyzing various characteristics of the pattern of distribution of relational ties…
and drawing inferences about the network as a whole or about those belonging to it considered
individually or in groups” (Introduction to Social Network Analysis). It is important to
understand the terms and definitions associated with SNA that are used as a foundation for
network assessment. Several key concepts are defined, and a summary of SNA is performed.
The metrics and measures used in this research are further discussed in Section 4.
The following terms are defined for clarification of further discussion of the social
networks analyzed later in this paper. While there are a multitude of measurements and terms
utilized in SNA studies, this research discusses a few basic measures, and therefore will only
include the terms needed for understanding. These definitions are derived from papers from
O’Malley & others (2017) and Wasserman, and universally used for SNA exploration.
•

Actor: Either individual, corporate, or collective social units. An Actor can be a person,
country, or agency. For this paper, actors will be representing companies. One may also see
this referenced as ‘node’.

•

Relation/Tie: Links that connect actors to one another. This can range from the sharing of
information, monetary exchange, biological or physical (road or bridge) connection.
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Relations can also be referenced as a collection of specific ties between actors, however this
research addresses only one type of tie. For this paper, ties will be determined by purchasing
agreements.
•

Subgroup: a subset of actors in a network and the connections among them. Subgroups are
often formed by actors with similar traits or motives, and usually seemed more
interconnected among themselves than with the rest of the network.

•

Group: often noted as networks or actor sets, we define this as the total sum of all actors
and ties to be analyzed.

•

Social Network: The collection of actors and subgroups and the ties and relations
connecting them. Social network is often synonymous with a group, however some
academics label social network as a group with the ‘presence of relational information’.
In the past several decades, much research in the behavioral science field has been

focused on implications and patterns that arise through social relationships. The ability to
understand the ‘if’ and ‘how’ of influence among social structures has significance across a
breadth of backgrounds, such as political or economic. Social network analysis (SNA) differs
however from the traditional theories of sociology, primarily because the area of importance
stems not from the impact from the actions of an actor or node but rather the possible impact
based on the relationship between actors (Fredericks and Durland 2005).
Initial studies looked at small dyads (two actors) or triads (three actors) and the value of
the connections between them, or lack thereof (Wasserman and Faust, 1994). These initial
studies were very time-intensive to calculate the algorithms, and it wasn’t until the development
of computer software tools such as Borgatti’s UCInet in the 1970’s that larger groups were able
to be analyzed (Fredericks and Durland, 2005). While these social networks were usually drawn
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out as graphs depicting points and lines, this new software allowed for easier visualization of
ties, the value of those ties, and centrality of nodes (Introduction to Social Network Analysis).
Now, research addresses not only individual actors, but subgroups and how their collective
relations weigh on influence and perceived network behavior.
Subgroups have also been named ‘cliques’, and studies have analyzed how many larger
social networks are built from a cohesion of several cliques (Hanneman and Riddle). When
addressing how SNA can be quantified, researchers have taken several approaches based on the
desired implications. A common theme originated with the measuring of perceived influence or
power in a network. Often, matrix regression and algorithms would deem the actor with the most
ties, strongest relations, or most centralized to be the most powerful. While some networks do
result in this conclusion, measuring centrality and closeness to other nodes is a valuable
calculation, other examinations into this area created new metrics. A notable one talked about in
this paper was proposed by Phillip Bonacich; his evaluation of perceived power resulted in the
creation of Beta Centrality, which considers the power of a focal actor’s direct ties, as well as
dependency on the focal actor (Bonacich, 1987).
SNA clarifies multiple methods of assigning value and power to actors in a network. This
research highlights key metrics that allow for a comprehensive but high-level analysis of social
networks consisting of hundreds of actors. Explanation and literature on SNA is included to set a
foundational understanding of how these definitions and subsequent outlined metrics relate to
finding influence within a focal firm’s supplier network. The utilization of these metrics and
data collection process are outlined next.
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3. METHODOLOGY
Industry Selection
The first step was to determine the primary industry from which to analyze sustainability
efforts. To remain consistent and make comparison, the two firms were selected from the same
industry. The technology and electronics industry was chosen to be analyzed for a few reasons.
For one, technology companies have large influence and overall wealth, allowing them to
champion sustainable efforts with actual force. For that same reason, the public eye is much
more focused on their achievements in CSR due to their massive image and revenues. Further
evidence stems from the founding of the Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition in 2004. A
United Nations initiative, the EICC “works to create better social, economic, and environmental
outcomes for all those involved in the electronics supply chain” (Electronic Industry Citizenship
Coalition). This ‘Code of Conduct’ helps to monitor things like worker conditions and
environmental friendliness through global assessments and resources.
Founded by a generation of young, educated millennials, many of these companies pride
themselves in achieving zero-impact levels of environmental damage to our world; for example,
technology giants Apple, Google, and Facebook have worked to power their extensive data
centers on 100% renewable energy instead of fossil fuels like coal (Gilpin, 2015). This industry
innovates and adapts faster than any other industry, allowing it to enact new codes and guidelines
and abide by them due to the nature of the industry and motivation of those involved. And more
so than any other industry, the competition is fierce.
With investors and consumers valuing the triple bottom line more than ever, these firms
must be constantly aware of their rivals’ environmental footprint and ready to match or beat their
efforts. Another large factor for choosing this industry involves the availability and transparency
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of data and the sustainable track record. Due to the points listed above, many electronic firms
have documented their projects and impact to let customers and stakeholders peer “under the
hood” of their operations. The electronic industry is a budding, innovative, powerful sector with
roots to sustainability, making it an ideal area of study.
Identifying two competing firms within the industry was next. To really see the
disparities and importance of network orientation on sustainability, the two companies should
have relatively different track records when looking at their relationship with sustainability. A
handful of elements factored into the decision: 1) Is the firm a publicly traded, Fortune 500
company? 2) Has the company appeared on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), and how
often? 3) How long has the company issued environmental or CSR reports? 4) How do those
reports measure in terms of GRI compliance? And 5) What is the overall public opinion
regarding said company’s sustainability efforts? The two firms, IBM and Apple, are discussed
next.

IBM
Founded in 1911, IBM has been a massive player in the electronic industry for decades.
They are a publicly traded company and currently sit at 32 on the Fortune 500 list with 2017
revenues of over $79 billion (Fortune 500 List). IBM’s Bloomberg information page states that
“IBM provides computer solutions using advanced information technology. The company’s
solutions include technologies, systems, products, services, software, and financing”
(Bloomberg, 2017). It’s obvious that IBM puts substantial money and effort into CSR projects;
their website contains an entire section addressing their various projects and achievements. The
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webpage contains the header, “Our Approach: Pursuing the highest standards of corporate
responsibility in every aspect of our business” (Corporate Responsibility at IBM).
Corporate Register, a website that serves as a directory for corporate responsibility
reports of over 15,000 organizations, has 38 reports listed for IBM dating back to 1992 (About
CR). IBM has been formally issuing CSR reports longer than any of its competitors, and has
gained considerable admiration for their sustainable efforts over the years. IBM also issues their
reports to GRI, and has recently been given G3, G4, and GRI-citing levels of compliance,
showing a commitment to meaningful change and measurable performance (Global Reporting
Initiative). In addition, IBM has appeared in the DJSI World Index seven times since the index’s
origin, most recently in 2011 (RobecoSAM).
In 1990, IBM developed a company function named Corporate Environmental Affairs
(CEA) (Henderson and Barido, 2009). The group consisted of industry experts with background
in legal, environmental, and energy efforts. The objective of this function was to develop IBM’s
sustainability management strategy, oversee company implementation, and publicly emphasize
and communicate CEA’s efforts (Henderson and Barido, 2009). Initiatives such as the CEA have
paid off for IBM; the company has noted financial savings based on these sustainable policies,
and have been awarded and recognized dozens of times. A few notable achievements include
earning the EPA’s SmartWay Excellence award, which acknowledges companies with strong
freight efficiency and clean-air supply chains (SmartWay), and recognition from WWF’s
Climate Savers organization for their initiatives towards climate & emissions solutions
(Henderson and Barido, 2009). IBM’s early and consistent dedication to corporate responsibility
efforts has cemented their reputation as a company with the desire to operate sustainably and the
internal blueprint to do so effectively.
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Apple
Sitting at the 3rd spot on the Fortune 500 with revenues of $215 billion is one of the
largest icons of millennial-era technology companies. Reuters.com states that Apple “designs,
manufactures and markets mobile communication and media devices, personal computers and
portable digital music players…(Apple) sells a range of related software, services, accessories,
networking solutions and third-party digital content and applications” (Reuters). Due to the
nature of their product and their popularity in societies worldwide, Apple has become one of the
most recognizable brands in the world. However, as the famous saying goes, with great power
comes great responsibility.
Apple has significant attention surrounding all aspects of their business, and more
recently that attention has homed in on their performance in CSR efforts. According to Corporate
Register, Apple has issued 19 CR reports, dating back to only 2007 (About CR). The technology
giant has never appeared on the DJSI World or North America indexes (RobecoSAM), and while
they have been utilizing GRI guidelines and issuing their CR reports to the organization, they
have not been given G2, G3, or G4 levels of compliance when looking at their economic,
environmental, or social reporting principles (Global Reporting Initiative).
There are many critical articles written about Apple, stating that while they are heading in
the right direction with their environmental relationship, they got off to a late start and are not
picking up the pace of innovation. One such article states that while Apple has made significant
progress in the areas of development and other functional operations, their
manufacturing/supplier base accounted for 24.8 million metric tons of gas emissions (their total
emissions were 34.2 million metric tons in 2014) (Freedman, 2016).
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When looking at the sustainability impact webpage on Apple.com, one can see the
headline of “Here’s what we’re doing. Here’s how we’re doing.” Following is their most recent
CR report as well as specific product environment reports (Apple Environment). It is not until
near the bottom of the page that there are links to such initiatives such as supplier development
and recycling. This is not to say that Apple does not care or does not have strong efforts in the
field of CSR; they do. The issue arises with the apparent focus on profitability and power within
their business and supply network. It seems Apple has historically been more ‘reactive’ to trends
toward sustainability in contrast to a company like IBM, which can be described as ‘proactive.’
While Apple wants to meet quality standards, IBM wants to exceed them.
These two companies serve as, more or less, opposites in the realm of measuring
emphasis and effectiveness on environmental and social standards. The similarities involve
operating in the same industry sector, being massive global companies, and at least recently
reporting on various CSR efforts. The selection of these two firms offers two unique
backgrounds in sustainability, allowing for a wider scope of inquiry into the importance of
network orientation in relation to the dispersion and adherence to sustainable practices. The
variance between the two firms may also result in different recommendations of how to connect
with prominent players in the supply network based on resulting structural embeddedness.

Data Gathering
The next step in the research was to conduct the supplier network analysis. The goal was
to map out the focal firm’s supplier network, through 3 tiers. To gain this information,
Bloomberg terminals were used, in particular the <SPLC> (Supply Chain) function. This
displays a company’s publicly traded suppliers and customers, ranked by either percent of spend
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or nominal monetary value of the relationship. Below you see a screenshot of the SPLC display
page (SPLC Screenshot).
Figure 1: Bloomberg Screenshot of SPLC Function

For this research, the suppliers were ranked by percent of spend (spend category was
either COGS, Capex, or SG&A). First, the focal company was identified, either Apple or IBM.
Then, their top ten suppliers by percent spend were recorded; these were the focal firm’s 1 st Tier
Suppliers. Next, each of the focal firm’s top ten suppliers were analyzed, and their top eight
suppliers were recorded; these served as focal firm’s 2nd Tier Suppliers. This process was
repeated once more with each of the 2 nd Tier Suppliers, recording their top eight suppliers and
rounding out the 3rd Tier Suppliers. This is demonstrated in Figure 2 below; the black arrows
represent a connection, and the number of said connections is shown in the text boxes alongside
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the top flowing chain. It’s important to note that some suppliers, often based in Asian countries
with little information, may have only had one or two suppliers if any.
After the list was created, each company was cross-checked with every other company in
the matrix; for example, the cross-checking would create the relationships the red arrows in the
figure below depicts. This allowed for relationships to and from companies (i.e. Microsoft could
both be a supplier and customer to Intel). Companies therefore had at least one relationship, up to
eight buying relationships, and an unlimited number of supplier relationships.
Figure 2: Example Matrix Development

The matrix had replicated x and y axis values, resulting in the ability for a company to
both supply and buy from another. These excel spreadsheets were expansive; for example,
Apple’s network contained 285 firms. This resulted in a matrix with 81,225 cells (285 x 285). On
the following page is a screenshot from Apple’s finished matrix. While there are over 81,000
cells with values, only around 1% of them have a value greater than 0. A cell value of 0 indicates
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no relationship. To read this matrix, one looks at the row (buying company), finds a relationship
(x > 0), and identify the column (supplier). For example, Applied Materials Inc (row 18)
purchases 2.45% of their total COGS from Advanced Energy Industries (column E).
Figure 3: Segment of Completed Apple Matrix
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After the matrix was filled and boundaries established, it was loaded into the UCInet
software. UCInet is a social network analysis software developed by Steve Borgatti. The
software can import various types of data, mainly matrices, and conduct ego network, centrality,
and statistical analysis based on input values (Borgatti, et al., 2002). For this project, the software
ran various centrality measures as well as role analysis. The measures exported from the
software included Beta Centrality or Bonacich Power, inCloseness, outCloseness, Betweenness,
Outdegree, Indegree, and Brokerage values. These measurements were selected to best explain
the importance of centrality for dispersion of a firm’s sustainable efforts. If what has been stated
earlier holds true, Apple and IBM should rank rather differently in these measures in their
respective supply networks. The next section contains descriptions of the above-listed measures
and the value added through them.
The collection of data resulted in 257 nodes, or companies, in IBM’s matrix/network, and
285 in Apple’s matrix. After the analysis discussed in this section was completed, there were 915
ties, or relationships, in IBM’s matrix, and 950 ties in Apple’s matrix.

4. NETWORK MEASURES
Beta Centrality/Bonacich Power - This looks beyond the basic idea of centrality, which bases
power on the number of connections a node has with other nodes. Bonacich looks at the
connections the nodes that the central node is connected to. For example, does Bob’s friends
have a lot of friends, and are they well connected. If Bob is not incredibly well connected but
Bob’s friends are well connected, that boosts Bob’s centrality. However, power is said to come
from dependence on others. So, if most of Bob’s friends are not well connected, they are more
dependent on Bob and increase his power. With these two approaches to this measure, one must
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be selected: is power found in firms with well-connected friends, or is power found in those
firms whose friends are dependent on them?
Phillip Bonacich, the discoverer of this measure, wrote a paper on the topic in 1987. In it,
he concedes that his measure cannot include or count for all the varying scenarios of social
network. Instead, this measure should be used with either a positive or negative beta value,
depending on the situation; positive beta gives power to those with powerful friends, while
negative beta gives power to those with power over their friends. “There is a core similarity in all
these situations: one's status is a function of the status of those one is connected to,” Bonacich
acknowledges (Bonacich, 1987).
Since relationships are based on purchases from a company, the former is more powerful
than the latter. If we used the latter, it would assume that said company could not find an
alternative company if they did not spread sustainable efforts to those who buy from them. Also,
we want to identify companies with lots of ties, since they can touch more nodes easier. The
efforts may not be followed as heavily for every company than if we looked at a node with many
dependents, but the message and efforts will be spread farther and through more companies.
Also, those not-connected friends of said powerful companies may not be very big, or influential
in a world setting, since we are looking at percentages of spend, not dollar amounts. We need to
identify those large companies who are well connected and buy from others who are well
connected to create relationships in the sharing of sustainable practices.
Bonacich Power will serve as a useful tool in identifying well-connected, powerful
players in the networks; these are the firms either IBM or Apple will want to be aware of, not
only out of possibility of threats. More so, because those are the companies they should partner
with to best spread sustainable efforts thanks to their centrality.
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Closeness (in & Out Measures) – According to a faculty member at Louisiana State University,
Closeness “is a measure of the degree to which an individual is near all other individuals in a
network. It is the inverse of the sum of the shortest distances between each node and every other
node in the network” (Bratton). Closeness helps to identify nodes that, when looking at the
whole network, have to take the fewest amount of ‘steps’ to reach every other node. inCloseness
refers to how easy it is to reach the central node or firm from all other nodes. Identifying if the
focal firm or their immediate connects can easily be accessed is important to determining overall
centrality and dispersion power. outCloseness looks at how easy it is for the central node to reach
all other nodes. If the focal firm has a high ranking in this category, they will be better suited to
spread the efforts as they will be able to reach others with less steps. While these closeness
measures are not the most complex or telling of whether the focal firm is centralized, it ties in
with other measures and simply identifies, when referring to distance, how central is the focal
firm.

Betweenness - Essentially, this looks at how much information passes through a node. Let’s say
Tom wants to ask for paid time off, and that can only be approved by plant managers. Being a
shift worker, Tom’s application may have to go through his line manager, then the shift leader,
then possibly one or two other levels before reaching the plant manager. The people or nodes in
between Tom and the plant manager gain power due to the fact the information must pass
through them. This is Betweenness. The higher a company ranks in this measure, the more
information is relayed through them, simply because they are a connector on the line from Point
A to Point B. This is like the brokerage scores, but may consider the amount of information
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while the brokerage score only looks to see if it’s a connector for two unconnected nodes.
Combined with the other measures, Betweenness will show the importance of a firm’s
participation to the spread of information, which is crucial to dispersion of sustainable practices.

Brokerage – This term is used to describe the extent to which a firm plays in between two firms
and their ego networks. Often called ‘bridges,’ there are five major types of broker roles
depending on the focal firm’s membership to groups and connection to others. Below is a
screenshot from a paper that explores broker relationships and competition (de Nooy, et al.,
2011). An important note: many other researchers use the synonym ‘consultant’ for the ‘itinerant
broker’ role below.
Figure 4: Brokerage Relationships

These graphics depict relationships with node v as the focal firm. Understanding what roles the
focal firm (either IBM or Apple) fill as well as what other companies play significant positions is
crucial to the eventual exchange of information & standards. Those firms with several roles
would be needed to spread messages and ideas throughout the network. UCInet takes the matrix
and based on the ties between all the nodes, assigns companies to subgroups or ego networks. In
the results section of this paper, it is noted that due to the vast number of connections within both
networks, the only role any firm or node plays is that of the coordinator. That is, UCInet
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considers all nodes to be interconnected enough that no subgroups exist. However, there is still
importance behind playing a role of a coordinator; like Betweenness, these players serve as a
vital connection tying indirectly connected firms together.

Indegree Centrality – Degree centrality is the basic concept that two nodes are both connected
to each other if there is at least one relationship; it does not look at the direction of the arrow.
There are then two types of degree centrality, one being Indegree. A firm or node with a high
level of Indegree Centrality receives lots of ties, and is often characterized as a ‘prominent’
figure in the network. This measure will identify those firms who many people purchase from.
While they might not have power when looking at Bonacich or other measures, this will help in
finding companies to relay sustainable practices to; as they implement higher standards, their
products and processes may improve and overall environmental impact may be lessened down
their supply chain.

Outdegree Centrality – Essentially the opposite of Indegree, Outdegree measures the amount of
ties a node exerts. In this research, this would be a company that purchases from many different
firms. Compared to Indegree and regarding the focus of this paper, this measure carries less
weight. For one, the nature of the methodology meant most companies had eight connections if
available, spare IBM and Apple who had ten each as the focal firm. Also, identifying companies
that buy from several places is not as important as finding those who sell to various firms, as
those firms have the chance to directly affect the supply chain in a positive manner. However,
Outdegree is still useful as identifying those with a high ranking can help with asking companies
with multiple suppliers to increase their standards. This may trickle down to suppliers, or the
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firms may switch to more sustainable suppliers, either way making a conscious decision to
improve in the CSR area.

5. FINDINGS
This section will follow the structure of the previous section. We will first lay out the
overall summary from the analysis on a company level, then analyze results on a per metric
basis. The scores for each of the metrics were ranked highest to lowest, and companies were
given corresponding ranks based on their performance compared to others. A screenshot of the
compiled data is shown below. This is from IBM’s matrix, with IBM bolded in row 28. As
mentioned above, when sorted by descending value for Beta Centrality, IBM ranks 27 th out of
257 firms for that metric. As noted in Section 3, there were 257 nodes, or companies, in IBM’s
network that resulted in 915 ties, or relationships. There were 285 nodes in Apple’s network that
resulted in 950 ties.
Figure 5: Sample of Compiled Results
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After running the matrices through UCInet, the mapping and structural positions showed
clear differences between IBM and Apple. IBM, as mentioned before as being a pioneer in
technology sustainability efforts and reporting, saw themselves more centralized within their
network. Apple’s matrix contains 28 more companies (nodes) than IBM’s, and this can be
attributed to the less overlap of suppliers within Apple’s network. In other words, not as many of
the 1st and 2nd tier firms buy from one another, resulting in addition of more companies. With
more companies, we would assume a larger number of ties or relationships. While Apple did
have 950 ties compared to IBM’s 915, the average ties per node for IBM was higher (3.56 vs.
3.33). So even though Apple had more ties overall, they simply are not as interwoven as IBM’s
network. IBM’s stronger position allows for easier diffusion of ideas and policies throughout
their supply base, due to their interconnectedness and importance beyond their 1 st tier suppliers.
The next two figures depict the mapping of the networks. Each blue square represents a
node, and an arrow represents a buying relationship. The arrows are not weighed based on size of
the buying relationship, since it would result in the inability to read or see what little there is to
see currently. Initially, it appears these networks look very similar in size and immense
complexity. However, trying to determine anything from only these visuals is near impossible;
one thing for certain is that both networks contain a vast amount of connections and nodes,
spanning beyond a basic line from 1 st tier to 2nd tier to 3rd tier. The importance lies in finding
where the focal firm (either IBM or Apple) sits in the cluster, and how much information passes
through them and power exudes from them. Note: Apple’s matrix has one node off to the side
with no connections; it was later found to not have any significance or strong connection,
however was already interlaced in the matrix analysis and so remained a node.
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IBM Network Map
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Apple Network Map
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Metric Summary
The table below summarizes the rankings of the two focal companies in comparison to the other
firms in their network when measuring the embeddedness metrics discussed earlier. The number
of total nodes and connections for each network is also listed. Please use this table as a reference
for the following pages, which discuss each company’s position in more depth.
Table 1: Ranking by Network Analysis Metrics
Company

IBM

Apple

Number of Nodes

257

285

915

950

27

131

Those with direct ties with powerful, prominent suppliers.
Identifies firms who are possible future partners to help
facilitate sustainability measures based on position.

2

175

How easy it is to be reached by every other firm.
Identifies companies easy to reach, but also finds firms
hard to reach, allowing for change in approach.

1

1

How easy it is to reach every other firm. Finds companies
that have large spread of relationships and can help
implement efforts throughout network quicker.

8

How much information passes through a node. Identifies
firms that either facilitate or serve as an information
bridge and can provide insight on sustainability
performance of others.

70

Similar to Betweenness; how often a company serves as a
connector of two firms not directly touching. Important in
mapping routes to spread CSR efforts or knowing how to
reach far-away suppliers.

64

1

How many ties exerted and their strength. Finds firms
with concentrated COGS, allowing for more control over
suppliers. Partners here can use leverage to make
suppliers adhere to CSR efforts quicker.

18

65

How many purchasing ties, or companies lots of firms buy
from. Implementing sustainable practices with these firms
can immediately trickle downstream.

Number of Connections
Beta Centrality

inCloseness

outCloseness

Betweenness

1
Brokerage (Coordinator)

2
Outdegree

Indegree

Metric Importance
Describes size of social network; the larger, the more
spread out buying is. Less nodes means many firms buy
from same firms.
Describes the number of buying relationships within
network; more means higher interconnectedness and
easier flow of information.
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Beta Centrality – With this being the most telling metric, we want to see a significant difference
in ranking here between the two companies, and there is one. IBM (27th) sits over 100 positions
higher than Apple (131st), meaning those companies that IBM is connected to are themselves
much more well connected to IBM’s 2nd and 3rd tier suppliers than Apple’s direct connections are
to Apple’s 2nd and 3rd tiers. As mentioned earlier in this paper, centrality and power can often be
derived from those companies who have well-connected partners, not necessarily being highly
connected themselves. However, the results for this measure are surprising for both networks.
Being the focal firm, the assumption was they would both be the most powerful or centralized
company in their respective networks, yet neither were even in the top 10. This is something to
be aware of for both companies (especially Apple) as it identifies several other companies as
having substantial power in their own supply network.
While many of the companies in these networks are not direct/major competitors of the
focal firms, IBM and Apple should both recognize their position relative to others in their
industry, particularly those at or above their ranking. Regarding IBM’s results, we do not see any
competitors ranking above them. However, several of them fall right around IBM’s power value,
including Oracle (ranked 33rd), Hewlett-Packard (50th), and Super Micro Computers (63rd). In
addition, it should be noted that major multinational companies comprise of several subsidiaries,
many of which are nodes in each of these networks. For example: in both data sets, Samsung
Group has seven different nodes with their own ties and connections. While we cannot combine
these into a single value without forfeiting data accuracy, we can identify their individual
locations and surmise their overall power.
When looking at IBM’s network, three of these Samsung subsidiaries (Samsung Card Co,
Samsung Electronics, Samsung SDS Co) rank higher in centrality than IBM does, and while this
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may initially be seen as a threat and monitoring should take place, IBM should also view
Samsung as a valuable partner in the dispersion of sustainable efforts due to their centrality and
global reach. IBM can also use this metric to identify and be proactive to increasing supplier
power; an example would be understanding the potential consolidation of centrality and power
for possible mergers like the current news with Broadcom and Qualcomm, who rank in IBM’s
network at 12th and 38th, respectively.
For Apple, this metric may mean a shift in their approach to supplier relations. Apple
likely would have measured higher if centrality was derived from having firms heavily reliant on
them, as they buy substantially from a handful of suppliers. However, while they have absolute
power over a few companies, they tend to close themselves off to all others, preventing centrality
and connection beyond their 1 st tier. They should be concerned with their position, and even
more so with their competitor’s positions. For example, Microsoft and many of Samsung’s
subsidiaries rank in the top 60 most centralized nodes, and IBM sits at 12th in Beta Centrality
ranking in Apple’s network, higher than they are in their own matrix! Apple should use this as a
tool to identify threats as well as opportunities to develop relationships and increase their power
and embeddedness.

inCloseness – As mentioned in the earlier sections, this metric focuses on the ease of reaching
the focal firm from all other firms. Ranking only behind Intel Corp, IBM is extremely central in
terms of the number of ‘steps’ needed to reach them. This allows for increased collaboration and
the ability to see or hear changes or adherence of their sustainability initiatives. Apple’s 175 th
ranking demonstrates the result of keeping their supply base narrow and hard to reach. Their low
score in this metric indicates a hindrance to Apple as they may not readily see if their
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sustainability initiatives are being implemented due to the several ‘steps’ the information must
take to reach them.

outCloseness – Functioning as the opposite of inCloseness, this measures the ability of the focal
firm to reach all other firms with minimal steps. This is an important metric as it is the simplistic
answer to how easily the focal company can spread their initiatives; in other words, how
fundamentally central they are. By basic logic, we would assume both focal companies to be
ranked 1st in this metric as the network was built from them out. IBM and Apple both scored the
highest rank in their respective networks, which is good news; it means at best they are still in a
central location when looking at their network orientation. outCloseness would be incredibly
telling if they were not 1 st, meaning another company or node is better positioned to reach all
other suppliers, which would be massively concerning. This is more of a reassuring measure than
a crucial measure.

Betweenness – As defined earlier, this metric identifies how much information passes through a
node or company. When looking at IBM, they ranked at 1 st by an enormous amount, more than
doubling the next highest company’s score. However, IBM’s network orientation may have
skewed this metric. One of IBM’s 1 st tier suppliers is Sodexo, a food service company. Sodexo
has hardly any overlap in their supply network with those of the rest of IBM’s 1st tier,
technology/electronic oriented companies. This created few ways for companies to access
Sodexo and their partners, one of which being IBM. More evidence of this metric being skewed
is that Sodexo is ranked 2 nd behind IBM; this is further evidence that IBM and Sodexo are vital
connectors of the ‘food related’ branch of IBM’s network to the rest of the suppliers. While IBM
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would likely still be 1 st in this metric without the Sodexo relationship, it may not be by such a
large amount.
Apple ranked 8th in their network for Betweenness, again falling behind competitors such
as Samsung. This may cause serious issues; the implications could mean that if Apple wants to
reach throughout their supply network to gain insight on sustainable practice and adherence, they
may have to work through their competitors. Prior tensions and bad relations may inhibit Apple’s
data gathering or initiative spreading based on the amount of information that must pass through
these massive rivals.

Brokerage – The various types of brokerage relationships are depicted in the earlier section. For
the sake of this analysis, we will only look at the role of coordinator; that is, where all three
companies are part of the same group, with one firm being the connector to another. Essentially,
this is a simplified version of Betweenness. Where Betweenness looks at the amount of
information passed through a node, the Brokerage metric looks at how often a node must be used
to pass information or connect two indirectly connected parties.
IBM ranked 2nd, again behind Intel. While not 1st, IBM should feel empowered by this
metric. Just looking at a relational level, IBM has positioned themselves to where firms trying to
connect to certain other firms will use IBM as a coordinator. Not only does this build a
relationship between IBM and both companies and increases IBM’s status, it boosts the
information sharing between IBM and its supply network, expanding visibility of events in their
direct and indirect supplier base.
When it comes to Apple, we continue to see a lackluster ranking. Placing in 70 th for this
measure, Apple leaves itself vulnerable to companies within their supply network to seek out
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other companies like Samsung, Hewlett Packard, or Microsoft (all in top 10 for Apple’s network)
for relational support, bypassing the focal firm. Ironically, Intel also took 1 st in Apple’s matrix,
demonstrating their ability to be a liaison and connector throughout the technology industry.

Outdegree – This measure, though less important, offers some insight on those companies
which have a broad 1 st tier supplier list, or spend considerable COGS % on their 1st tier suppliers.
Identifying those buyers or companies that exert lots or major ties can help with finding those
who can help facilitate sustainability initiatives down through their suppliers. This was IBM’s
worst performance, ranked at 64th. For Apple, this was a bright spot, as they scored 1 st in their
network. However, this measure should be discounted due to the sheer nature of the analysis.
Both focal firms automatically were given two more ties than the rest of the companies. We
likely see the difference in IBM and Apple based on the % COGS spend on their 1st tier
suppliers. IBM’s highest COGS spend on one supplier was 4.54% for Super Micro Computers;
Apple, known for a short supplier list with massive contracts and spend, saw 57.46% of COGS
going to Hon Hai Precision, also known as Foxconn. This allows for a substantial amount of
influence over Foxconn and presumably other 1 st tier suppliers, therefore propelling them to the
top for this metric.

Indegree – As stated earlier, the purpose of this metric involves determining companies that
many people buy from. IBM scored 18th place in their network, right outside of the top 10%.
While this is not a bad position, IBM should be aware of those near the top. Taiwan
Semiconductor, ranked 1 st, scored over 250% higher than Hon Hai Precision (2 nd), and over
1200% higher than IBM. However, this poses more of an opportunity than a threat. Identifying
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those major suppliers in the whole network can aid in the quick spread of sustainable products
and services. IBM can partner with firms like Taiwan Semiconductor and Hon Hai Precision (a
1st tier supplier for IBM) and change production or procurement processes from the source,
which will trickle down to those buying from these prominent suppliers. Apple, ranking 65 th, can
follow the same advice just listed; their network contains many of the same prominent suppliers,
including Taiwan Semiconductor as the highest ranked.

6. CONCLUSION
We started this research by asking the question: How can companies use network ties and
linkages to diffuse sustainability initiatives? The network comparison of two seemingly alike
electronic companies contributed to the idea that understanding the structural alignment of power
in a supply network does help with the diffusion of a focal firm’s initiatives.

Research & Managerial Implications
From a theory perspective, this paper uses actual financial data from Bloomberg
terminals and analytical mapping software UCInet, which services many academic studies on
social network analysis. Bloomberg is commonly linked to financial research; utilizing the
software with a supply chain focus contributes to the available resources for future research in
the field. It also adds the ability to gather large amounts of data from one source with consistent
formatting. Otherwise, the data may vary on different sites or by company to company. An area
of interest arises surrounding the lack of varying brokerage relationships in these interconnected
networks. Normally, one would witness the appearance of more than just a Coordinator role (see
Section 4.4 for reference). With no subgroups within the network emerging, questions regarding
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the ability to maintain network power can be explored. The approach and results of this study
help further the idea that finding prominent nodes and ties within supply networks can aid in
planning the distribution and spread of information regarding a focal firm’s efforts and initiatives
(Ellram and Tate, 2016).
For practical purposes, metric and mapping analysis sheds light on the position and
embeddedness of the focal firm in their supply base. This practice is vital for two main reasons.
Primarily, the analysis helps in assigning power and ranking to the focal firm while identifying
avenues to which disperse initiatives. IBM and Apple have two varying scores when it came to
perceived power, and therefore should react differently based on their position in the network.
Companies like IBM who score fairly high in the several metrics used should aim to identify the
powerful relationships and partnerships that have facilitated the embeddedness. Firms could
manipulate their network to see how future contracts or procurement decisions may impact their
relative position. Apple, showing a more mediocre performance, can analyze the model of
companies like IBM and categorize the differences. Apple may want to spread out purchasing
more or more openly seek relationships with 2 nd and 3rd tier suppliers to gain prominence within
their network.
In addition to assigning power to the focal firm, the analysis gives value to all other
companies, allowing for identification of prominent players. As discussed in the sub-metric
results, using this data can help the focal firm in finding powerful 1 st tier or indirect suppliers in
which facilitation and dispersion of initiatives can best be channeled. Identifying sources of
power based on embeddedness or brokerage roles can help supply chain managers focus on who
they can influence and who they may be influenced by. At the same time, it offers insight and
awareness of competitors’ overall power, as was the case with Apple and Samsung.
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For a manager, the most important points to take away from this analysis is the
acknowledgement that only looking at 1 st tier suppliers as partners in sustainability is both
inefficient and short-sighted. The SNA results showed that most of the time, the best
implementers for supply networks lie beyond the focal firm’s direct buying relationships. Supply
chain managers need to understand the various metrics of SNA to find the companies in their
supply base best suited for immediate and widespread dispersion of initiatives. It is not enough to
reach out to the largest supplier or the easiest to communicate with. Resources should be
allocated effectively, resulting in increased relationship with the prominent suppliers. Only then
can managers best spread CSR efforts throughout their whole supply base.
This research and methodology could easily be applied and implicated among other
industries, such as CPG or construction. The overarching theme is that social network analysis
offers unforeseen knowledge of a company’s supply network as well as techniques to best
influence those around them. This idea can be a powerful device for any organization in any
background, extending beyond publicly traded companies, if the data can be accessed.

Future Contributions & Limitations
While this research paper contributes to existing academia on SNA and supply network
mapping, there are limitations to the analysis. Understanding social network analysis, the basic
metrics, and what they can tell us does not directly help with adherence of sustainability
initiatives, or aid in their formation of those efforts. Rather, it gives advice for how best to
implement the dispersion based on key players and relationships within a supply network. As we
have seen, neither the focal firm nor their 1st tier is constantly the primary influencer for a said
network. Other limitations include the use of only two companies within a singular industry.
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Most of these implications likely carry over through multiple industries, but this cannot be
assumed for all results and for all sectors. Another limitation stems from the inclusion of only a
small subset of all the SNA metrics calculated through UCInet. The group of measures used can
allow for implications from the results, however a deeper academic background in social
network theory and statistical measuring may yield additional methods to gauge prominence and
power.
While limitations exist, these offer further exploratory research opportunities. This
research identifies the importance of relational influence and how best to use these ties to spread
information. However, one area of further interest would be adjusting the values of the
relationships (% COGS) to observe the net change in structural power. The implications of this
analysis could lead to increased awareness of dependency or embeddedness of a firm; that is, the
more the company is unaffected by decreased ties, the more vital the company may be due to its
independency from singular relationships. This extension of this research topic could offer a
practical value, giving managers the ability to see underlying threats that may arise as
relationships shift. As this enhancement is explored, the conducting of similar analyses with
different industries may yield new results. Industries with different buying relationships or
materials/processes used may require a modified approach to initiative dispersion.
While it would be rather hard to correlate, and would have to take place over an extended
period, it would be interesting to see if companies that position themselves prominently in a
supply network achieve the goal of dispersion and adherence of their initiatives. Identifying
suppliers and monitoring changes in reporting or sustainable efforts that mimic that of a powerful
partner would solidify the significance of network analysis as a supply chain tactic. Furthermore,
including the impact and relational power of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO’s) to
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better analyze their importance to sustainable practice and company performance. The addition
of a select few regionally powerful NGO’s could help illustrate their influence, and possibly the
importance of government regulations, which many NGO’s use as a basic metric for company
evaluations.
This research focused on two primary companies, IBM and Apple, and their
corresponding networks. The information and ideas understood through this research can be
broadened with future studies in this field. After acknowledging the impact of proper network
mapping can have on a company’s ability to influence is realized, more ways and theories to
refine this basic notion will be discovered.
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